Case Study

Maintenance, Facilities and Service Management
Profile of the Company
Xetec are a Wicklow-based B2B software company
providing a customisable software solution called
FlexMaint™. FlexMaint™ is a cloud-based
maintenance management software (CMMS) which
allows clients to schedule and manage preventative
maintenance, order and monitor stocks, generate
work requests and much more all in one package.

They have been in operation since the
early 2000s and have a strong market
presence in this sector in Ireland and
the UK. Xetec have been a Nimbus
client for 2 years.

Problem to be Solved
Finding the required specialist architect and
developer skills to enable us to streamline our
service through code efficiency and continuous
integration/delivery.

Finance the required work in the easiest way.

Meet our needs to expand our client base
through optimising resource (server, databases,
security) usage quickly with experienced
expertise to minimise downtime with our main
service.
Solve scheduling problems such as identifying the
next maintenance date for a resource.

Innovative Solution
Nimbus introduced Xetec to the Enterprise Ireland Innovation Voucher scheme and helped
in defining the application to speed things up. Nimbus had the correct skills and developer
experience in house and guided the company to set up the correct proxy servers. This has
enabled Xetec to provide a new level of functionality and security for customers.
Maintaining their current customisable software offering and source the right solution in a timely
manner.

Impact for the Company
Nimbus enabled us to streamline the usage of
servers and understand how to set them up to fit
into our model. This has helped to minimise server
costs and ultimately streamline our Flexmaint
product offering. We didn’t have access to this
expertise in house so Nimbus helped step by step
in this process.
All in all this new set up will help us to provide a
new level of functionality and security for
customers.

Client Testimonial
Paul Geoghegan

CEO/Director of Flexmaint

Nimbus allowed us to source and finance the developer
skills required to minimise our server storage and advise
on the best proxy set up. This has helped us to be more
cost-effective in our operations. In 2020, we are continuing
our relationship with Nimbus within the Enterprise Ireland
Innovation Partnership framework to develop the next
phase of our Flexmaint CMMS package.
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